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Description 

Background  of  the  Invention 

The  present  invention  is  directed  to  a  tech- 
nique  for  monitoring  the  reactions  of  a  person 
exposed  to  a  scene  and,  more  particularly,  to  de- 
termine  the  locations  within  such  scene  which  at- 
tract  the  person's  attention  sufficiently  to  hold  his 
gaze. 

In  a  number  of  commercial  applications  it  is 
beneficial  to  monitor  the  reactions  of  an  individual 
person  selected  to  be  a  test  subject  when  exposed 
to  a  predetermined  scene.  The  scene  can  be,  for 
example,  a  display  in  a  department  store,  a  shelf  in 
a  supermarket,  or  even  a  prototype  version  of  an 
automobile.  Each  of  these  examples  contains  items 
or  features  which  have  been  carefully  designed  to 
attract  the  attention  of  the  consumer.  For  example, 
when  a  number  of  products  are  competing  with 
each  other  to  be  purchased  by  the  consumer,  the 
one  which  stands  out  and  is  most  effective  in 
gaining  the  attention  of  the  consumer  may  also  be 
the  one  most  likely  to  be  purchased.  Consequently, 
a  test  of  this  nature  can  be  revealing  in  assessing 
whether,  for  example,  a  package  which  has  been 
designed  to  stand  out  does  in  fact  do  so.  This  also 
applies  to  the  design  of  an  automobile  because  its 
shape  and  features  should  be  pleasing  if  the  con- 
sumer  is  to  be  sufficiently  attracted  to  purchase  it. 
Results  obtained  with  this  test  can  provide  feed- 
back  as  to  whether  the  various  parts  of  the  auto- 
mobile  attract  the  attention  of  the  test  subject  suffi- 
ciently  for  him  to  rest  his  gaze  momentarily  on  at 
least  a  particular  one  or  whether  they  make  little  or 
no  impression  at  all  in  which  case  his  gaze  will 
simply  summarily  pass  over  it.  Many  other  applica- 
tions  of  this  nature  exist  which  can  benefit  from 
information  indicative  of  the  extent  to  which  particu- 
lar  elements  attract  the  attention  of  a  test  subject. 
In  order  to  implement  such  a  technique,  an  ap- 
proach  must  be  provided  which  accurately  deter- 
mines  the  position  or  positions  within  a  certain 
viewing  area,  or  scene,  on  which  the  test  subject's 
gaze  rests. 

A  number  of  techniques  exist  for  monitoring 
the  eye  movements  of  a  viewer  which  have  the 
object  of  determining  the  location  at  which  his  view 
was  directed.  One  type  of  such  apparatus  is  ge- 
nerically  known  as  an  eye  movement  monitoring 
system  utilizing  head-mounted  detectors  aimed  at 
the  viewer's  eye.  However,  these  are  relatively 
complex  because  the  viewer's  eye  movements 
must  accurately  be  associated  or  correlated  with 
the  scene  being  viewed.  The  calibration  to  do  this 
is  relatively  time  consuming  and  is  subject  to 
change  and  error.  Also,  the  equipment  and  pro- 
cessing  techniques  are  relatively  awkard  and  com- 

plex.  Moreover,  the  equipment  can  be  expensive. 
Furthermore,  some  of  these  approaches  require  a 
heavy  and  bulky  headgear  which  is  inconvenient  to 
use. 

5  Another  disadvantage  of  such  known  monitor- 
ing  techniques  is  the  awareness  of  the  person  that 
his  reactions  are  being  tested.  A  person  may  not 
react  naturally  when  he  knows  that  his  actions  are 
being  monitored  and  recorded.  The  test  results 

io  might,  therefore,  be  somewhat  skewed. 
EP-A-0231427  discloses  a  method  and  appara- 

tus  for  determining  the  television  viewing  habits  of 
persons  within  a  household.  Each  person  is  pro- 
vided  with  a  portable  unit  adapted  to  be  worn  by 

75  the  person  and  including  a  transmitter  means  for 
emitting  an  identification  signal.  A  stationary  unit  is 
adapted  to  be  placed  in  close  proximity  to  a  televi- 
sion  set,  the  stationary  unit  including  a  receiver 
means  for  detecting  said  identification  signal  to 

20  generate  a  receiver  output  signal. 

Summary  of  the  Invention 

It  is  the  primary  object  of  the  present  invention  to 
25  provide  a  technique  for  monitoring  the  viewing  of  a 

predetermined  area  by  a  person  to  identify  the 
locations  which  he  finds  attractive. 

Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  such  a  viewing  monitoring  apparatus  which 

30  is  accurate  and  yet  relatively  simple  and  inexpen- 
sive. 

A  further  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  such  a  viewing  monitoring  apparatus  which 
is  convenient  to  use  and  operate. 

35  Yet  another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  such  a  viewing  monitoring  apparatus  ca- 
pable  of  monitoring  the  reactions  of  a  person  with- 
out  the  person's  knowledge  that  this  is  being  done. 

According  to  a  first  aspect  of  the  present  in- 
40  vention  there  is  provided  apparatus  for  identifying 

what  is  being  looked  at  by  an  individual  person 
within  a  predetermined  area,  comprising  a  portable 
unit  adapted  to  be  worn  by  the  person  and  includ- 
ing  a  transmitter  means  for  emitting  a  viewer  sig- 

45  nal;  and  a  stationary  unit  adapted  to  be  placed  in  a 
selected  portion  of  said  predetermined  area  and 
including  a  receiver  means  for  detecting  said  view- 
er  signal  to  generate  a  receiver  output  signal,  the 
apparatus  being  characterised  in  that  said  viewer 

50  signal  is  emitted  in  substantially  the  direction  in 
which  said  person  is  looking  and  said  transmitter 
means  includes  directional  means  for  narrowing  the 
spread  of  said  viewer  signal  in  substantially  only 
the  direction  in  which  said  person  is  looking. 

55  According  to  a  second  aspect  of  the  present 
invention,  there  is  provided  a  method  for  identifying 
what  is  being  looked  at  by  an  individual  person 
within  a  predetermined  area,  comprising  the  steps 
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of  mounting  a  portable  unit  to  be  worn  by  the 
person  including  a  transmitter  means  for  emitting  a 
viewer  signal;  and  providing  a  stationary  unit  in  a 
selected  portion  of  said  predetermined  area  for 
detecting  said  viewer  signal  to  generate  a  receiver 
output  signal;  the  method  being  characterised  in 
that  the  viewer  signal  is  emitted  in  substantially  the 
direction  in  which  said  person  is  looking  and  the 
method  includes  the  step  of  narrowing  the  spread 
of  said  viewer  signal  to  direct  said  viewer  signal  in 
substantially  only  the  direction  in  which  said  person 
is  looking. 

Brief  Description  of  the  Drawing 

The  drawing  depicts  a  schematic  block  dia- 
gram  of  a  circuit  in  accordance  with  the  principles 
of  the  invention,  with  a  signal  being  emitted  toward 
receiver  #1  . 

Detailed  Description  of  the  Preferred  Embodiment 

In  the  following  discussion,  it  is  presumed  that 
an  individual  person  has  been  selected  as  a  test 
subject  whose  reactions  to  a  certain  scene  are  to 
be  monitored.  The  scene,  or  predetermined  view- 
ing  area,  as  it  is  used  throughout  this  specification, 
refers  to  a  structure  or  items  or  features  of  interest 
to  those  conducting  the  test.  For  example,  as  ex- 
plained  above,  the  scene,  or  predetermined  area, 
can  include  a  shelf  display  in  a  supermarket  or  a 
prototype  of  a  new  automobile.  The  scene  includes 
certain  features  the  human  reactions  to  which  are 
of  particular  interest.  For  example,  in  the  supermar- 
ket  shelf  display  example,  at  least  one  of  the 
displayed  products  may  have  been  the  object  of 
conducting  the  test.  Consequently,  these  particular 
boxes  must  be  monitored.  Likewise,  in  the  proto- 
type  version  of  an  automobile  example,  it  may  be 
advantageous  and  beneficial  to  determine  whether 
some  feature,  such  as  the  grill,  headlights,  tail- 
lights,  etc.  hold  the  attention  of  the  test  subject. 
Consequently,  the  invention  is  based  on  the  pre- 
sumption  that  at  least  one  of  such  locations  or 
positions  within  the  predetermined  area  exists 
which  is  to  be  monitored. 

In  order  to  monitor  a  number  of  such  locations, 
a  stationary  unit  1  is  provided  which  operates  in 
conjunction  with  a  portable  unit  3.  A  plurality  of 
receivers  is  used  in  stationary  unit  1,  with  one 
being  installed  in  each  location.  Receivers 
1  0|,1  02  0n  are  shown  in  the  figure  as  being  uti- 
lized  for  this  purpose.  Each  receiver  is  mounted  on 
or  is  in  some  way  clearly  associated  with  a  feature 
the  monitoring  of  which  is  desired  so  that  the 
receiver  generates  a  receiver  output  signal  when 
the  test  subject  is  looking  at  its  corresponding 
feature. 

Portable  unit  3  includes  timing  signal  generator 
5  and  directional  transmitter  7.  Transmitter  7  can, 
for  example,  generate  an  infrared  signal.  Such  a 
transmitter  is  conventional  and  well  known  in  the 

5  art.  Consequently,  it  is  not  deemed  necessary  to 
provide  its  details.  It  is  desirable  to  provide  trans- 
mitter  7  with  a  relatively  narrow  beam  spread  so 
that  it  actuates  one  of  the  receivers  10|  -  10n  only 
when  transmitter  7  is  aimed  substantially  directly  at 

10  it.  Otherwise,  of  course,  the  meaningfulness  of  the 
test  results  would  be  obscured  if  the  transmitter 
output  had  a  spread  such  as  to  actuate  more  than 
one  receiver  at  a  time.  Obtaining  transmitter  direc- 
tionality  is  also  old  and  well  known  in  the  art.  For 

15  example,  a  tube  (not  shown)  can  be  placed  in  front 
of  the  transmitter  so  that  only  those  signal  beams 
aimed  substantially  axially  of  the  tube  will  be  emit- 
ted.  The  narrower  the  tube,  the  more  directional  is 
the  transmitter  output  signal. 

20  The  function  of  timing  signal  generator  5  is  to 
repeatedly  actuate  the  emission  of  a  transmitter 
output  signal.  Generator  5  can,  for  example,  be 
simply  in  the  nature  of  an  oscilator  operating  at  a 
designated  frequency. 

25  Portable  unit  3  is  configured  to  be  worn  on  the 
head  of  the  test  subject.  Moreover,  it  is  designed 
so  that  it  can  be  fitted  onto  the  head  of  the  test 
subject  in  such  a  manner  that,  when  appropriately 
placed,  the  transmitter  output  signal  is  emitted  in  a 

30  direction  which  substantially  coincides  with  the  line 
of  gaze  of  the  test  subject's  eyes,  assuming  that 
the  eyes  are  directed  toward  the  front.  It  has  been 
found  that  in  looking  at  objects  which  are  relatively 
far  away,  this  is  a  reliable  assumption  to  make 

35  because  the  test  subject  is  more  likely  to  turn  the 
head  than  to  rotate  the  eyes. 

Transmitter  7  includes  means  for  emitting  a 
unique  code  which  can  be  used  to  identify  a  par- 
ticular  viewer,  or  merely  to  separate  one  test  sub- 

40  ject  from  another  so  that  the  results  obtained  from 
many  persons  are  not  merely  lumped  together. 
Also,  as  explained  below,  it  may  be  advantageous 
to  retain  data  in  a  manner  which  identifies  the  test 
subject,  if  not  by  name  then  by  various  characteris- 

45  tics.  It  may  be  significant  to  know  what  different 
individual  test  subjects  looked  at  rather  than  to 
group  them  all  together.  Consequently,  the  output 
of  transmitter  7  can  be  considered  as  being  a 
unique  viewer  signal.  Further  operational  details  are 

50  provided  below  which  will  make  this  point  even 
clearer. 

Since  it  is  important  to  properly  mount  portable 
unit  3  on  the  head  of  the  test  subject,  a  suitable 
means  for  this  purpose  must  be  provided.  One 

55  example  which  can  be  used  is  a  set  of  earphones 
(not  shown)  to  which  the  directional  transmitter  7  is 
attached.  Another  possibility  is  a  clip-on  apparatus 
designed  to  be  easily  secured  to  the  frame  of  a 
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pair  of  eyeglasses.  It  is  respectfully  submitted  that 
no  structural  details  need  to  be  provided.  However, 
an  example  of  the  former  can  be  found  in  U.S. 
Patent  Application  No.  827,760  filed  February  7, 
1986.  An  example  of  the  latter  can  be  found  in  U.S. 
Patent  No.  4,649,434.  The  contents  of  both  are 
hereby  incorporated  by  reference.  The  utilization  of 
earphones  is  preferred  for  reasons  explained  be- 
low. 

Stationary  unit  1  includes  receivers  10|  -  10n 
which  are  responsive  to  the  unique  viewer  signal 
emitted  by  directional  transmitter  7.  As  explained 
above,  each  of  these  receivers  is  placed  at  a 
particular  location.  Stationary  unit  1  also  includes 
signal  identification  unit  9  which  responds  via  the 
receivers  to  the  unique  viewer  signal  emitted  by 
directional  transmitter  7.  For  example,  signal  iden- 
tification  unit  9,  in  an  analog  embodiment,  can  be  a 
narrow  band  pass  filter,  with  the  unique  viewer 
signal  being  a  signal  within  that  band  pass.  In  a 
digital  embodiment,  the  unique  viewer  signal  is 
digitally  coded,  with  that  code  being  compared  with 
a  stored  code  in  signal  identification  unit  9  to  find  a 
match  therebetween.  Such  circuits  are  conventional 
and  well  known  in  the  art,  and  it  is  not  considered 
necessary  to  provide  further  details  thereof. 

Signal  identification  unit  9  can  be  provided  with 
only  one  unique  viewer  signal  which  corresponds 
to  that  assigned  to  the  individual  being  tested  at 
that  particular  time.  Alternatively,  a  plurality  of 
unique  viewer  signals  can  be  stored  in  signal  iden- 
tification  unit  9  which  correspond  to  all  of  the 
unique  viewer  signals  assigned  to  all  of  the  per- 
sons  acting  as  test  subjects  in  a  particular  test 
session.  An  advantage  of  the  former  is  that  the 
possibility  of  a  spurious  signal  being  detected  is 
minimized.  An  advantage  of  the  latter  is  that  the 
signal  identification  unit  9  need  not  be  reset  for 
each  individual  test  subject. 

All  of  receivers  10|  -  10n  are  connected  to 
signal  identification  unit  9.  Whichever  one  of  these 
receivers  detects  the  unique  viewer  signal  from 
transmitter  7,  its  receiver  output  signal  is  input  to 
signal  identification  unit  9. 

Stationary  unit  1  also  includes  a  receiver  iden- 
tification  unit  11  which  serves  to  identify  the  par- 
ticular  one  of  receivers  10|  -  10n  which  detected  the 
unique  viewer  signal  from  directional  transmitter  7. 
Receiver  identification  unit  11  can  take  any  oper- 
ative  form  ranging  from  a  relatively  simple  diode 
matrix  to  a  digital  device  responding  to  unique 
codes  provided  for  each  of  receivers  10|  -  10n.  The 
particular  configuration  of  unit  11  does  not  form  a 
part  of  the  present  invention  in  that  a  device  of  this 
sort  is  conventional  and  well  known  in  the  art. 
Accordingly,  it  is  not  deemed  necessary  to  provide 
further  details  thereof. 

The  outputs  of  signal  identification  unit  9  and 
receiver  identification  unit  1  1  are  input  to  an  elec- 
tronic  memory  13.  The  receiver  identification  unit 
11  provides  an  input  signal  to  memory  13  for 

5  enabling  it  to  retain  the  identity  of  the  particular 
receiver  which  detected  the  unique  viewer  signal 
emitted  by  transmitter  7.  Consequently,  by  knowing 
where  each  of  the  receiver  10|  -  10n  is  physically 
located  in  the  predetermined  area,  identifying  a 

io  particular  receiver  inherently  also  identifies  its  loca- 
tion.  Memory  13  thus  stores  each  occurrence  of  a 
signal  from  unit  11  along  with  the  identity  of  the 
receiver.  Storing  the  output  of  signal  identification 
unit  9  in  memory  13  also  provides  information  on 

is  which  of  the  individual  test  subjects  is  associated 
with  an  output  from  an  identified  one  of  receivers 
10|  -  10n.  Consequently,  all  of  the  reactions  of  a 
particular  test  subject  can  be  set  apart  and  ana- 
lyzed  as  a  group  separate  and  apart  from  the  test 

20  results  obtained  with  another  person. 
Stationary  unit  1  further  includes  a  clock  15  to 

provide  time  of  day  information.  This  time  informa- 
tion  is  also  stored  in  memory  13.  Thus,  as  signals 
are  stored  in  memory  13  from  units  9  and  11,  the 

25  time  of  occurrence  is  also  stored.  One  benefit  of 
this  arrangement  is  to  provide  the  capability  to 
analyze  the  total  amount  of  time  at  which  a  particu- 
lar  location  was  being  looked  at.  This  could  be 
considered  indicative  of  the  level  or  degree  of 

30  interest  of  that  particular  location  to  the  test  sub- 
ject. 

It  is  desired  to  store  information  in  memory  13 
only  when  signal  identification  unit  9  detects  a 
unique  viewer  signal.  Otherwise,  all  signals  de- 

35  tected  by  a  receiver  would  be  stored  even  those 
unrelated  to  the  test,  which  is  not  a  useful  result. 
Consequently,  switch  17  is  utilized.  The  inputs  of 
switch  17  are  connected  the  outputs  of  receiver 
identification  unit  11  and  clock  15.  Switch  17  is 

40  normally  open  so  that  signals  from  receiver  iden- 
tification  unit  11  and  clock  15  do  not  pass  to 
memory  13.  The  actuating  input  of  switch  17  is 
connected  to  the  output  of  signal  identification  unit 
9.  In  response  to  an  output  signal  from  unit  9, 

45  switch  17  is  closed  to  pass  to  memory  13  the 
output  signals  from  receiver  identification  unit  11 
and  clock  15.  In  addition,  the  output  of  signal 
identification  unit  9  is  also  connected  to  memory 
13  for  retention  therein. 

50  It  is  common  for  a  person  when  exposed  to  a 
scene  to  do  a  very  fast  scan  of  substantially  all  of  it 
to  quickly  grasp  what  it  is  about  before  settling 
down  to  a  more  careful  and  thorough  study  of  it.  In 
doing  that  quick  scan,  it  is  likely  that  the  person's 

55  gaze  will  hit  at  least  some  of  receivers  10|  -  10n 
even  though  none  of  the  features  have  been  effec- 
tive  yet  at  that  time  to  hold  his  attention.  Con- 
sequently,  such  a  reading  might  be  considered 
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spurious  if  detected  and  recorded.  In  order  to  avoid 
this  situation,  the  apparatus  of  the  present  invention 
might  be  provided  with  a  time  threshold  circuit 
which  will  inhibit  any  processing  and/or  recordal  of 
a  viewer  signal  if  the  gaze  of  the  test  subject  does 
not  rest  on  that  particular  location  for  a  minimum 
amount  of  time.  A  suitable  time  threshold  circuit 
can  be  incorporated  into  receivers  10|  -  10n  or  into 
signal  identification  unit  9,  for  example.  No  further 
details  are  believed  to  be  necessary  because  one 
with  ordinary  skill  in  the  art  is  well  acquainted  with 
such  devices. 

Suitable  apparatus  can  be  used  to  retrieve  in- 
formation  from  memory  13  so  that  an  analysis 
thereof  can  be  performed.  This  can  be  done  by 
simply  printing  the  information  for  the  purpose  of 
analyzing  it  normally  or  outputting  it  electronically 
to  a  computer  for  an  automated  analysis. 

In  operation,  portable  unit  3  is  properly  affixed 
to  the  head  of  the  individual  test  subject  so  that  the 
signal  emitted  by  directional  transmitter  7  is  aimed 
to  be  substantially  coincident  with  the  direction  of 
gaze  of  the  test  subject  when  looking  forward. 
Timing  signal  generator  5  periodically  actuates  an 
emission  of  the  unique  viewer  signal  from  direc- 
tional  transmitter  7. 

The  unique  viewer  signal  from  directional  trans- 
mitter  7  is  detected  by  whichever  one  of  receivers 
1  0|  -  1  0n  is  located  at  the  position  being  viewed  by 
the  test  subject.  That  particular  receiver  generates 
a  receiver  output  signal  to  both  signal  identification 
unit  9  as  well  as  receiver  identification  unit  11. 
When  a  unique  viewer  signal  is  identified  by  signal 
identification  unit  9,  it  generates  a  signal  both  to 
memory  13  as  well  as  to  switch  17.  Consequently, 
switch  17  is  closed.  Receiver  identification  unit  11 
is  responsive  to  the  output  of  the  particular  one  of 
receivers  10|  -  10n  which  detected  the  unique  view- 
er  signal  from  directional  transmitter  7.  Receiver 
identification  unit  11  identifies  that  receiver  and 
sends  its  corresponding  output  signal  via  switch  17 
to  memory  13.  Also,  clock  15  provides  an  input  to 
memory  13  indicative  of  the  time  in  which  a  par- 
ticular  event  occured,  as  well  as  its  duration. 

The  information  contained  in  memory  13  as  a 
result  of  the  processing  provided  by  the  various 
components  of  stationary  unit  1  can  be  highly 
advantageous  and  revealing.  If  a  unique  viewer 
signal  is  identified  with  a  particular  test  subject,  a 
statistical  analysis  can  be  obtained  utilizing  the 
characteristics  of  each  test  subject.  For  example, 
reactions  can  be  obtained  by  geographic  location, 
age,  sex,  economic  status,  education,  etc.  The  pro- 
ducts  can  then  be  modified  so  as  to  be  geared  to  a 
particular  category  of  consumer.  Also,  by  storing 
time  information  with  the  assistance  of  clock  15,  a 
relative  analysis  can  be  performed  to  compare  with 
each  other  the  various  locations  in  the  predeter- 

mined  area  in  terms  of  viewer  interest.  For  exam- 
ple,  it  may  be  that  a  particular  test  subject  was  not 
attracted  to  anything  in  the  scene  to  which  he  was 
exposed.  Consequently,  those  results  can  be 

5  tossed  out  as  either  being  inaccurate  due  to  faulty 
equipment  or  because  the  particular  test  subject 
was  not  attentive.  Likewise,  such  timing  information 
could  serve  to  identify  characteristics,  features,  or 
the  like  which  are  outstandingly  attractive  or  out- 

io  standingly  poor  so  that  the  necessary  conclusions 
can  be  drawn. 

With  portable  unit  3  being  secured  to  ear- 
phones  worn  by  the  individual  undergoing  the  test, 
a  natural  mode  of  conduct  by  that  person  can  be 

is  sustained.  The  earphones  can  be  advantageously 
utilized  to  prevent  the  person  from  knowing  that  he 
is  participating  in  a  test  of  the  kind  in  which  his 
direct  reactions  are  being  monitored.  For  example, 
a  volunteer  can  be  asked  to  walk  through  an  auto- 

20  mobile  showroom  or  a  supermarket  so  that  his 
collective  impressions  can  later  be  sought.  He  is 
handed  a  pair  of  earphones  through  which  informa- 
tion,  instructions,  descriptions,  etc.  are  provided. 
However,  the  person  is  not  aware  that  the  portable 

25  unit  3  on  the  earphones  is  monitoring  his  reactions. 
Consequently,  the  person  is  more  likely  to  be  at 
ease  and  to  act  naturally.  This  can  be  a  significant 
factor  in  enhancing  the  accuracy  of  such  test  re- 
sults. 

30  Although  a  preferred  embodiment  of  the 
present  invention  has  been  discussed  in  detail 
above,  various  modifications  thereto  will  be  readily 
apparent  to  one  with  ordinary  skill  in  the  arts.  For 
example,  switch  17  can  be  eliminated  and  the 

35  output  from  signal  identification  unit  9  can  be  con- 
nected  to  clock  15  and  receiver  unit  11  to  serve  as 
an  actuating  signal.  In  other  words,  the  outputs 
from  clock  15  and  receiver  identification  unit  11  will 
be  inhibited  unless  such  actuation  signal  is  pro- 

40  vided.  Also,  receiver  identification  unit  11  can  be 
eliminated  and,  instead,  an  identifying  signal  can 
be  provided  directly  from  each  of  receivers  10|  - 
10n  to  memory  13.  With  this  arrangement,  the 
memory  13  would  be  inhibited  from  storing  in- 

45  formation  unless  an  actuating  signal  is  received 
from  signal  identification  unit  9.  Furthermore,  clock 
15  need  not  provide  a  time  of  day.  Instead,  all  that 
it  is  required  to  do  is  to  provide  a  regular  timing 
signal  to  obtain  an  indication  of  a  time  interval 

50  rather  than  the  time  of  day.  In  addition  a  transmitter 
and  receivers  responsive  to  a  signal  other  than  of 
the  infrared  type  can  be  used  as  well.  These  and 
other  such  modifications  are  all  intended  to  be 
included  within  the  scope  of  the  present  invention 

55  as  defined  by  the  following  claims: 

5 
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Claims 

1.  Apparatus  for  identifying  what  is  being  looked 
at  by  an  individual  person  within  a  predeter- 
mined  area,  comprising: 

a  portable  unit  (3)  adapted  to  be  worn  by 
the  person  and  including  a  transmitter  means 
(7)  for  emitting  a  viewer  signal; 

a  stationary  unit  (1)  adapted  to  be  placed 
in  a  selected  portion  of  said  predetermined 
area  and  including  a  receiver  means  (10i--n) 
for  detecting  said  viewer  signal  to  generate  a 
receiver  output  signal; 

the  apparatus  being  characterised  in  that 
said  viewer  signal  is  emitted  in  substantially 
the  direction  in  which  said  person  is  looking; 
and 

said  transmitter  means  (7)  includes  direc- 
tional  means  for  narrowing  the  spread  of  said 
viewer  signal  to  direct  said  viewer  signal  in 
substantially  only  the  direction  in  which  said 
person  is  looking. 

2.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  1,  further  comprising 
memory  means  coupled  to  the  receiver  means 
for  storing  a  record  signal  representative  of 
said  receiver  output  signal. 

3.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  1  or  Claim  2,  further 
comprising  mounting  means  for  retaining  said 
transmitter  means  (7)  on  the  head  of  said 
person  to  position  said  directional  means  such 
that  the  viewer  signal  is  emitted  only  in  sub- 
stantially  the  direction  in  which  said  person  is 
looking. 

4.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  3,  wherein  said  trans- 
mitter  means  emits  a  viewer  signal  characteris- 
tic  for  the  individual  viewer. 

5.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  4  when  dependent  on 
Claim  2,  wherein  said  stationary  unit  (1)  further 
comprises  a  signal  identification  means  (9) 
coupled  between  said  receiver  means  (10i--n) 
and  said  memory  means  (13)  for  generating  a 
viewer  identification  signal  in  response  only  to 
a  receiver  output  signal  which  is  the  viewer 
signal  characteristic  for  the  individual  viewer 
said  memory  means  (13)  storing  a  record  sig- 
nal  only  in  response  to  said  viewer  identifica- 
tion  signal. 

6.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  5,  further  comprising  a 
clock  means  (15)  coupled  to  the  memory 
means  (13),  said  memory  means  (13)  storing  a 
time  signal  from  said  clock  means  (15)  along 
with  said  record  signal. 

7.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  6,  wherein  said  ap- 
paratus  comprises  a  plurality  of  receiver 
means  (10i--n)  located  at  respective  selected 
portions  of  said  predetermined  area,  and  fur- 

5  ther  comprising  a  receiver  identification  unit 
(11)  for  identifying  which  one  of  said  plurality 
of  receiver  means  (10i--n)  generates  a  re- 
ceiver  output  signal  in  response  to  a  viewer 
signal,  said  memory  means  (13)  including 

io  means  to  store  the  record  signal  along  with 
identification  of  said  one  of  the  plurality  of 
receiver  means  (1d  —  n). 

8.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  7,  further  comprising  a 
is  timing  means  (5)  coupled  to  said  transmitter 

means  (7)  for  actuating  the  periodic  transmis- 
sion  of  said  viewer  signal. 

9.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  1  or  Claim  2,  wherein 
20  said  transmitter  means  (7)  emits  a  viewer  sig- 

nal,  characteristic  for  the  individual  viewer. 

10.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  9  when  dependent  on 
Claim  2,  wherein  said  stationary  unit  (1)  further 

25  comprises  a  signal  identification  means  (9) 
coupled  between  said  receiver  means  (10i--n) 
and  said  memory  means  (13)  for  generating  a 
viewer  identification  signal  in  response  only  to 
a  receiver  output  signal  which  is  the  viewer 

30  signal  characteristic  for  the  individual  viewer, 
said  memory  means  (13)  storing  a  record  sig- 
nal  only  in  response  to  said  viewer  identifica- 
tion  signal. 

35  11.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  2,  further  comprising  a 
clock  means  (15)  coupled  to  the  memory 
means  (13),  said  memory  means  (13)  storing  a 
time  signal  from  said  clock  means  (15)  along 
with  said  record  signal. 

40 
12.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  2,  wherein  said  ap- 

paratus  comprises  a  plurality  of  receiver 
means  (10i--n)  located  at  respective  selected 
portions  of  said  predetermined  area,  and  fur- 

45  ther  comprising  a  receiver  identification  unit 
(11)  for  identifying  which  one  of  said  plurality 
of  receiver  means  (10i--n)  generates  a  re- 
ceiver  output  signal  in  response  to  a  viewer 
signal,  said  memory  means  (13)  including 

50  means  to  store  the  record  signal  along  with 
identification  of  said  one  of  the  plurality  of 
receiver  means  (1d  —  n). 

13.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  1  or  Claim  2,  further 
55  comprising  a  timing  means  (5)  coupled  to  said 

transmitter  means  (7)  for  actuating  the  periodic 
transmission  of  said  viewer  signal. 

6 
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14.  The  apparatus  of  Claim  2,  further  comprising  a 
switch  means  (17)  having  its  input  coupled  to 
the  output  of  said  receiver  means  (10i--n)  and 
responsive  to  said  viewer  identification  signal 
to  pass  the  receiver  output  signal  to  said  mem- 
ory  means  (13)  only  when  a  viewer  signal 
characteristic  for  the  individual  viewer  is  de- 
tected. 

15.  Method  for  identifying  what  is  being  looked  at 
by  an  individual  person  within  a  predetermined 
area,  comprising  the  steps  of: 

mounting  a  portable  unit  (3)  to  be  worn  by 
the  person  including  a  transmitter  means  (7) 
for  emitting  a  viewer  signal; 

providing  a  stationary  unit  (1)  in  a  selected 
portion  of  said  predetermined  area  for  detect- 
ing  said  viewer  signal  to  generate  a  receiver 
output  signal; 

the  method  being  characterised  in  that  the 
viewer  signal  is  emitted  in  substantially  the 
direction  in  which  said  person  is  looking  and 
the  method  includes  the  step  of  narrowing  the 
spread  of  said  viewer  signal  to  direct  said 
viewer  signal  in  substantially  only  the  direction 
in  which  said  person  is  looking. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Vorrichtung  fur  die  Identifikation,  was  eine  ein- 
zelne  Person  innerhalb  eines  vorbestimmten 
Bereichs  betrachtet,  umfassend: 

eine  bewegliche,  von  der  Person  tragbare 
Einheit  (3)  mit  einem  Sendermittel  (7)  fur  das 
Ausstrahlen  eines  Betrachtersignals; 

eine  stationare  Einheit  (1),  die  in  einem 
ausgewahlten  Abschnitt  des  vorbestimmten 
Bereichs  plazierbar  ist  und  ein  Empfangermit- 
tel  (10i--n)  umfaBt  fur  die  Erfassung  des  Be- 
trachtersignals  zum  Erzeugen  eines  Empfan- 
gerausgangssignals; 

welche  Vorrichtung  dadurch  gekennzeich- 
net  ist,  dal3  das  Betrachtersignal  in  im  wesentli- 
chen  der  Richtung  abgestrahlt  wird,  in  welche 
die  Person  schaut;  und 

das  Sendermittel  (7)  Richtmittel  umfaBt  fur 
das  Einengen  der  Ausbreitung  des  Betrachter- 
signals  zum  Richten  des  Betrachtersignals  im 
wesentlichen  nur  in  die  Richtung,  in  welche  die 
Person  schaut. 

2.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  ferner  um- 
fassend  Speichermittel,  die  an  das  Empfanger- 
mittel  angekoppelt  sind  zum  Speichern  eines 
Aufzeichnungssignals,  das  reprasentativ  ist  fur 
das  Empfangerausgangssignal. 

3.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  An- 
spruch  2,  ferner  umfassend  Montagemittel  zum 
Halten  des  Sendermittels  (7)  auf  dem  Kopf  der 
Person  zum  Positionieren  der  Richtmittel  der- 

5  art,  dal3  das  Betrachtersignal  nur  in  im  wesent- 
lichen  der  Richtung  abgestrahlt  wird,  in  welche 
die  Person  schaut. 

4.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  3,  bei  der  das 
io  Sendermittel  ein  Betrachtersignal  abstrahlt,  das 

charakteristisch  fur  den  einzelnen  Betrachter 
ist. 

5.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  4,  soweit  von 
is  Anspruch  2  abhangig,  bei  der  die  stationare 

Einheit  (1)  ferner  ein  Signalidentifikationsmittel 
(9)  umfaBt,  gekoppelt  zwischen  das  Empfan- 
germittel  (10i--n)  und  das  Speichermittel  (13), 
fur  das  Erzeugen  eines  Betrachteridentifika- 

20  tionssignals  im  Ansprechen  nur  auf  ein  Emp- 
fangerausgangssignal,  das  das  Betrachtersi- 
gnal  ist,  welches  charakteristisch  ist  fur  den 
einzelnen  Betrachter,  wobei  das  Speichermittel 
(13)  ein  Aufzeichnungssignal  nur  im  Anspre- 

25  chen  auf  das  Betrachteridentifikationssignal 
speichert. 

6.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  5,  ferner  um- 
fassend  ein  Taktgebermittel  (15),  gekoppelt  mit 

30  dem  Speichermittel  (13),  welches  Speichermit- 
tel  (13)  ein  Zeitsignal  von  dem  Taktgebermittel 
(15)  zusammen  mit  dem  Aufzeichnungssignal 
speichert. 

35  7.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  6,  bei  der  die 
Vorrichtung  eine  Mehrzahl  von  Empfangermit- 
teln  (10i--n)  umfaBt,  positioniert  an  entspre- 
chenden  ausgewahlten  Abschnitten  des  vorbe- 
stimmten  Bereichs,  und  ferner  eine  Empfange- 

40  ridentifikationseinheit  (11)  umfaBt  fur  die  Identi- 
fikation,  welches  der  Mehrzahl  von  Empfanger- 
mitteln  (10i--n)  ein  Empfangerausgangssignal 
im  Ansprechen  auf  ein  Betrachtersignal  er- 
zeugt,  wobei  das  Speichermittel  (13)  Mittel  urn- 

45  fafit  zum  Speichern  des  Aufzeichnungssignals 
zusammen  mit  dem  Identifikationssignal  des 
genannten  einen  der  Mehrzahl  von  Empfanger- 
mitteln  (U)i--„). 

50  8.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  7,  ferner  um- 
fassend  ein  Zeitlagemittel  (5),  angekoppelt  an 
das  Sendermittel  (7)  fur  die  Betatigung  der 
periodischen  Ubertragung  des  Betrachtersi- 
gnals. 

55 
9.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  An- 

spruch  2,  bei  der  das  Sendermittel  (7)  ein 
Betrachtersignal  emittiert,  das  fur  den  einzel- 

7 
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nen  Betrachter  charakteristisch  ist. 

10.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  9,  soweit  von 
Anspruch  2  abhangig,  bei  der  die  stationare 
Einheit  (1)  ferner  ein  Signalidentifikationsmittel 
(9)  umfaBt,  gekoppelt  zwischen  das  Empfan- 
germittel  (10i--n)  und  das  Speichermittel  (13) 
fur  das  Erzeugen  eines  Betrachteridentifika- 
tionssignals  im  Ansprechen  nur  auf  ein  Emp- 
fangerausgangssignal,  das  das  Betrachtersi- 
gnal  ist,  welches  charakteristisch  ist  fur  den 
einzelnen  Betrachter,  wobei  das  Speichermittel 
(13)  ein  Aufzeichnungssignal  nur  im  Anspre- 
chen  auf  das  Betrachteridentifikationssignal  ab- 
speichert. 

eines  Sendermittels  (7)  fur  die  Abstrahlung  ei- 
nes  Betrachtersignals; 

Vorsehen  einer  stationaren  Einheit  (1)  in 
einem  ausgewahlten  Abschnitt  des  vorbe- 

5  stimmten  Bereichs  fur  die  Erfassung  des  Be- 
trachtersignals  zum  Erzeugen  eines  Empfan- 
gerausgangssignals; 

welches  Verfahren  dadurch  gekennzeich- 
net  ist,  dal3  das  Betrachtersignal  im  wesentli- 

io  chen  in  der  Richtung  abgestrahlt  wird,  in  wel- 
che  die  Person  schaut,  und  das  Verfahren  den 
Schritt  umfaBt  der  Einengung  der  Aufspreizung 
des  Betrachtersignals  zum  Richten  des  Be- 
trachtersignals  im  wesentlichen  nur  in  der 

is  Richtung,  in  welche  die  Person  schaut. 

11.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  2,  ferner  um- 
fassend  ein  Taktgebermittel  (15),  gekoppelt  an 
das  Speichermittel  (13),  welches  Speichermit- 
tel  (13)  ein  Zeitsignal  von  dem  Taktgebermittel 
(15)  zusammen  mit  dem  Aufzeichnungssignal 
speichert. 

12.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  2,  bei  der  die 
Vorrichtung  eine  Mehrzahl  von  Empfangermit- 
teln  (10i--n)  umfaBt,  positioniert  an  jeweils 
ausgewahlten  Abschnitten  des  vorbestimmten 
Bereichs,  und  ferner  eine  Empfangeridentifika- 
tionseinheit  (11)  umfassend  fur  das  Identifizie- 
ren,  welches  der  Mehrzahl  von  Empfangermit- 
teln  (10i--n)  ein  Empfangerausgangssignal  im 
Ansprechen  auf  ein  Betrachtersignal  erzeugt, 
wobei  das  Speichermittel  (13)  Mittel  umfaBt 
zum  Speichern  des  Aufzeichnungssignals  zu- 
sammen  mit  der  Identifikation  des  einen  der 
Mehrzahl  von  Empfangermitteln  (10i--n). 

13.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  An- 
spruch  2,  ferner  umfassend  ein  Zeitlagemittel 
(5),  angekoppelt  an  das  Sendermittel  (7)  fur 
die  Betatigung  der  periodischen  Ubertragung 
des  Betrachtersignals. 

14.  Die  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  2,  ferner  um- 
fassend  ein  Schaltermittel  (17),  das  mit  seinem 
Eingang  an  den  Ausgang  des  Empfangermit- 
tels  (10i--n)  angekoppelt  ist  und  anspricht  auf 
das  Betrachteridentifikationssignal  zum  Uber- 
tragen  des  Empfangerausgangssignals  zu  dem 
Speichermittel  (13)  nur  dann,  wenn  ein  Be- 
trachtersignal  erfaBt  wird,  das  charakteristisch 
ist  fur  den  einzelnen  Betrachter. 

15.  Verfahren  zum  Identifizieren,  was  eine  einzelne 
Person  innerhalb  eines  vorbestimmten  Be- 
reichs  betrachtet,  umfassend  die  Schritte: 

Anbringen  einer  beweglichen  Einheit  (3), 
die  von  der  Person  zu  tragen  ist,  einschlieBlich 

Revendicatlons 

1.  Appareil  pour  identifier  ce  qu'une  personne 
20  individuelle  est  en  train  de  regarder  dans  une 

zone  predeterminee,  comprenant  : 
une  unite  portable  (3)  congue  pour  etre 

portee  par  la  personne  et  incluant  un  moyen 
emetteur  (7)  pour  emettre  un  signal  d'observa- 

25  teur  ;  et 
une  unite  fixe  (1)  congue  pour  etre  placee 

dans  une  partie  selectionnee  de  ladite  zone 
predeterminee  et  incluant  un  moyen  recepteur 
(10!  ...n)  pour  detecter  ledit  signal  d'observateur 

30  pour  produire  un  signal  de  sortie  de  recepteur 

I'appareil  etant  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit 
signal  d'observateur  est  emis  sensiblement 
dans  la  direction  dans  laquelle  ladite  personne 

35  est  en  train  de  regarder  ;  et  en  ce  que 
ledit  moyen  emetteur  (7)  comprend  un 

moyen  directionnel  pour  retrecir  la  largeur  du- 
dit  signal  d'observateur  sensiblement  seule- 
ment  dans  la  direction  dans  laquelle  ladite 

40  personne  est  en  train  de  regarder. 

2.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  1,  comprenant 
en  outre  un  moyen  de  memoire  connecte  au 
moyen  recepteur  pour  memoriser  un  signal 

45  d'enregistrement  representatif  dudit  signal  de 
sortie  de  recepteur. 

3.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  1  ou  la  revendi- 
cation  2,  comprenant  en  outre  un  moyen  de 

50  montage  pour  maintenir  ledit  moyen  emetteur 
(7)  sur  la  tete  de  ladite  personne  de  fagon  a 
placer  ledit  moyen  directionnel  de  telle  manie- 
re  que  le  signal  d'observateur  soit  emis  seule- 
ment  sensiblement  dans  la  direction  dans  la- 

ss  quelle  ladite  personne  est  en  train  de  regarder. 

4.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  3,  dans  lequel 
ledit  moyen  emetteur  emet  un  signal  d'obser- 
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vateur  caracteristique  de  I'observateur  indivi- 
duel. 

5.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  4,  lorsqu'elle 
depend  de  la  revendication  2,  dans  lequel  ladi- 
te  unite  fixe  (1)  comprend  en  outre  un  moyen 
d'identification  de  signal  (9)  connecte  entre 
ledit  moyen  recepteur  (10i...n)  et  ledit  moyen 
de  memoire  (13)  pour  produire  un  signal 
d'identification  d'observateur  en  reponse  seule- 
ment  a  un  signal  de  sortie  de  recepteur  qui  est 
le  signal  d'observateur  caracteristique  de  I'ob- 
servateur  individuel,  ledit  moyen  de  memoire 
(13)  memorisant  un  signal  d'enregistrement 
seulement  en  reponse  audit  signal  d'identifica- 
tion  d'observateur. 

6.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  5,  comprenant 
en  outre  un  moyen  d'horloge  (15)  connecte  au 
moyen  de  memoire  (13),  ledit  moyen  de  me- 
moire  (13)  memorisant  un  signal  temporel  pro- 
venant  dudit  moyen  d'horloge  (15)  en  meme 
temps  que  ledit  signal  d'enregistrement. 

7.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  6,  dans  lequel 
ledit  appareil  comprend  une  pluralite  de 
moyens  recepteurs  (10i...n)  situes  au  droit  de 
parties  selectionnees  respectives  de  ladite 
zone  predeterminee,  et  comprend  en  outre  une 
unite  d'identification  de  recepteur  (11)  pour 
identifier  un  moyen  recepteur  de  ladite  plurali- 
te  de  moyens  recepteurs  (10i...n)  qui  produit  un 
signal  de  sortie  de  recepteur  en  reponse  a  un 
signal  d'observateur,  ledit  moyen  de  memoire 
(13)  incluant  un  moyen  pour  memoriser  le  si- 
gnal  d'enregistrement  en  meme  temps  que 
I'identification  dudit  un  moyen  recepteur  de  la 
pluralite  de  moyens  recepteurs  (10i...n). 

8.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  7,  comprenant 
en  outre  un  moyen  de  minutage  (5)  connecte 
audit  moyen  emetteur  (7)  pour  actionner  la 
transmission  periodique  dudit  signal  d'observa- 
teur. 

9.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  1  ou  la  revendi- 
cation  2,  dans  lequel  ledit  moyen  emetteur  (7) 
emet  un  signal  d'observateur,  caracteristique 
de  I'observateur  individuel. 

10.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  9,  lorsqu'elle 
depend  de  la  revendication  2,  dans  lequel  ladi- 
te  unite  fixe  (1)  comprend  en  outre  un  moyen 
d'identification  de  signal  (9),  connecte  entre 
lesdits  moyens  recepteurs  (10i...n)  et  ledit 
moyen  de  memoire  (13),  pour  produire  un  si- 
gnal  d'identification  d'observateur  en  reponse 
seulement  a  un  signal  de  sortie  de  recepteur 

qui  est  le  signal  d'observateur  caracteristique 
de  I'observateur  individuel,  ledit  moyen  de  me- 
moire  (13)  memorisant  un  signal  d'enregistre- 
ment  seulement  en  reponse  audit  signal 

5  d'identification  d'observateur. 

11.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  2,  comprenant 
en  outre  un  moyen  d'horloge  (15)  connecte  au 
moyen  de  memoire  (13),  ledit  moyen  de  me- 

io  moire  (13)  memorisant  un  signal  temporel  pro- 
venant  dudit  moyen  d'horloge  (15)  en  meme 
temps  que  ledit  signal  d'enregistrement. 

12.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  2,  dans  lequel 
is  ledit  appareil  comprend  une  pluralite  de 

moyens  recepteurs  (10i...n)  situes  au  droit  de 
parties  selectionnees  respectives  de  ladite 
zone  predeterminee,  et  comprend  en  outre  une 
unite  d'identification  de  recepteur  (11)  pour 

20  identifier  un  moyen  recepteur  de  ladite  plurali- 
te  de  moyens  recepteurs  (10i...n)  qui  produit  un 
signal  de  sortie  de  recepteur  en  reponse  a  un 
signal  d'observateur,  ledit  moyen  de  memoire 
(13)  incluant  un  moyen  pour  memoriser  le  si- 

25  gnal  d'enregistrement  en  meme  temps  que 
I'identification  dudit  un  moyen  recepteur  de  la 
pluralite  de  moyens  recepteurs  (10i...n). 

13.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  1  ou  la  revendi- 
30  cation  2,  comprenant  en  outre  un  moyen  de 

minutage  (5)  connecte  audit  moyen  emetteur 
(7)  pour  actionner  la  transmission  periodique 
dudit  signal  d'observateur. 

35  14.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  2,  comprenant 
en  outre  un  moyen  interrupteur  (17)  dont  I'en- 
tree  est  connectee  a  la  sortie  dudit  moyen 
recepteur  (10i...n)  et  sensible  audit  signal 
d'identification  d'observateur  pour  faire  passer 

40  le  signal  de  sortie  de  recepteur  vers  ledit 
moyen  de  memoire  (13)  seulement  lorsqu'un 
signal  d'observateur  caracteristique  de  I'obser- 
vateur  individuel  est  detecte. 

45  15.  Procede  pour  identifier  ce  qu'une  personne 
individuelle  est  en  train  de  regarder  dans  une 
zone  predeterminee,  comprenant  les  etapes  : 

de  mise  en  place  d'une  unite  portable  (3), 
destinee  a  etre  portee  par  la  personne,  in- 

50  cluant  un  moyen  emetteur  (7)  pour  emettre  un 
signal  d'observateur  ;  et 

d'utilisation  d'une  unite  fixe  (1)  dans  une 
partie  choisie  de  ladite  zone  predeterminee 
pour  detecter  ledit  signal  d'observateur  pour 

55  produire  un  signal  de  sortie  de  recepteur  ; 
le  procede  etant  caracterise  en  ce  que  le 

signal  d'observateur  est  emis  sensiblement 
dans  la  direction  dans  laquelle  ladite  personne 
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est  en  train  de  regarder  et  en  ce  que  le  proce- 
de  comprend  I'etape  de  retrecissement  de  la 
largeur  dudit  signal  d'observateur  pour  diriger 
ledit  signal  d'observateur  sensiblement  seule- 
ment  dans  la  direction  dans  laquelle  ladite  5 
personne  est  en  train  de  regarder. 
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